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Frc. 3, Stereopair of Linde zeolite type A model.

In producing a model, the tetrahedra are joined by l/2-inch sleeves
of plastic tubing. A simple way to cut uniform lengths of tubing is to
mark off I/2 inch on a board and cut successive lengths with a single-
edge razor blade, feeding the tubing with one hand and cutting with the
other. The joint itself is best made by init ially overlapping the ends of
the tetrahedra a l itt le bit inside the sleeve and then puil ing them back
slightly to make a smooth junction.

The stereopair in Figure 3 shows an eight-unit framework mocrer of
Linde zeolite type A constructed by this methocl. The total cost of ma-
terials in this model is 55d.
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INI.RARED SPECTRA OII PHOSPHATE MINERALS: SPI,ITTING AND
I.RItQUENCY SHIFTS ASSOCIATED WITH SUBSTITUTION Ol. pof-

IIOR AsOq3- In MIMETITE (pbs(AsOJsCI)

HaNs H. Alr.on, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
Washinglon, D. C.

An earlier paper (Adler, 1964) presented infrared absorption data on
the zr and z1 vibrational modes of apatite, pyromorphite, mimetite,
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Ftc. 1. Infrared absorption curves illustrating the effects of phosphate substitution in

the mimetite lattice. 1. Pyromorphite, Phoenixville, Pa. 12572;2.8O/6 mimelite, Chihua-

hua, Mex. C5879 and 2016 pryomorphite 12572;3. mimetite (phosphatian), Zacatecas,

Mex. R12470;4. mimetite (phosphatian), Cumberland, Eng. C4130; 5. mimetite, Tsumeb,

S.W. Africa R12415.

and vanadinite. Investigation of these minerals at Ionger wavelengths
has revealed two interesting and undescribed spectral features of minera-
logical interest, namely the za frequency shift and splitting associated
with substitution of POns- for AsOos- in the mimetite lattice.

The absorption characteristics of the vq and z1 vibrational modes

of the POrs- ion substituting in mimetite have been discussed (Adler,
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1964) and need not be reviewed in detail here. It wil l suffice to state that
substitution of PO+3- for AsO+3- characteristically decreases the vibra-
tional frequencies of zs and ,/1 oI the PO+3- group slightly below the
frequencies of these modes as observed for pyromorphite. The present
investigation shows that ,/a responds similarly, as expected. The fre-
quency shifts of /3, v1, z.hd ,ia are apparent from a comparison of
curves I and 2 with curves 3 and 4 in Figure 1 and from corresponding
absorption data in Table 1.

In addition to the frequency shift, the za mode of POr3- responds to
substitution by splitting into three bands. This can be attributed to
complete resolution of the degeneracy ordinarily associated with the Td
(ideal tetrahedral) configuration of XOI- molecules. The z+ mode of
tetrahedral ions is triply degenerate and gives rise to either one, two, or
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three vibrational bands depending upon the symmetry configuration of
the ion and its surrounding field. Ordinarily, the more asymmetrical the
ion, the larger the number of vibrational bands. The relationship be-
tween the symmetry of XOI- molecules and number of allowable bands
is described in earlier papers (Adler, 1964; Adler and Kerr, 1965).

The appearance of three z+ PO+8- bands in the phosphatian mimetite
spectrum (Fig. 1, curve 3) and only two in the pyromorphite spectrum
(Fig. 1, curve 1) suggests at first that the symmetry of PO+3- is lowered
when this ion replaces the larger AsO+3- ion. However, X-ray data by
Posner et al., (1958) indicate that the PO+3- group in apatite, and there-
fore presumably in pyromorphite, has Cs molecular symmetry, which
should completely resolve the three ,/4 modes. The fact that only two
bands are seen in the pyromorphite spectrum suggests that the unde-
tected band may lie so close to one of the two visible bands that it was
not resolved by the instrument. If this interpretation is correct, it would
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appear that substitution of the PO+3- ion on the larger AsOas- site
exaggerates the Cs asymmetry of the ion sufficiently to cause a separa-
tion of the three z+ bands.

The splitting of va facilitates the recognition of PO+3- substitution in
mimetite. For example, partial replacement of Pb in the phosphatian
mimetite lattice with a cation of smaller radius, Ca for instance, would
cause the vibrations of PO+3- to shift to higher frequencies where they
might coincide with the corresponding bands of pyromorphite inter-
grown with mimetite and, therefore, be misinterpreted as representing
such an intergrowth. Examination of za for splitting nicely resolves the
problem presented by such a circumstance.

The shift of the \, v1 a,Ld r/4 modes of POas- to lower frequencies
on substitution of phosphate in mimetite is probably caused by expan-
sion of the P-O distance as the smaller phosphate groups are substituted
for the larger arsenate ions, for, theoretically, the vibrational frequencies
should decrease with increasing bond length.

Attention is also called to the fact that the /e mode of the substitut-
ing POrs- ion in mimetite is resolved into three component bands (Fig.
1, curves 3 & 4). Only two bands were recorded previously (Adler, 1964).
Both zs and ua have a maximum of three allowable infrared active
vibrational modes for XOas- groups of low symmetry.

The absorption frequency and wavelength data for apatite and for the
/s, /1, a.rd z+ bands of POa3-, AsOr3- and VOn3- in pyromorphite,
mimetite, and vanadinite, respectively, and of PO+3- substituting in
mimetite are given in Table 1. The zz mode of POas- occurs below 380
cm-r in the apatite spectrum where it is manifest by broad absorption
extending beyond the frequency range that could be examined with the
instrument. The vz absorption was not observed for either POas- in
pyromorphite, AsOa3- in mimetite, or VO43- in vanadinite and probably
occurs below 200 cm-r.

The spectra shown here were obtained on the Perkin-Elmer spectro-
photometer, Model 621, using finely ground sample material im-
bedded in CsI discs. An instrument scale factor of 2.5 was used. Sample
quantities are given in Figure 1. The larger samples produce better reso-
lution of weak POna- bands.

The writer is indebted to Dr. Irving Breger and the U. S. Geological
Survey for the use of the spectrophotometer and to Dr. Peter Zubovic of
the U. S. Geological Survey for his help in familiarizing the writer with
t]re instrument.
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HYDROTHERMAL INVESTIGATION OF GEOz

V. G. Hrr,r,, Tem-Pres Research, Inc., Stote College, Pennsyhtania
AND

Lurn L. Y. CnaNc, Deparl.ment of Geological Sciences,
Cornell (Jniaersity, Ithaca, New Vork.

INrnonucrroN

Germania (GeO) is an interesting compound from a crystalchemical
viewpoint because it is a dioxide exhibiting the two important structures:
the rutile-type with six-coordinated cation and quartz-type with four-
coordinated cation. The polymorphism in GeOz under atmospheric pres-
sure was first studied by Laubengayer and Morton (1932) and Sarver
(1961). According to them, the ruti le-type GeOz is stable below 1050'C
above which temperature it transforms slowly to the quartz-type which
melts at 1116'C. The reverse process can only be completed in the
presence of a mineralizer. Several investigations have questioned the
transformation temperature. Shafer and Roy (1957) reported that it

should be lowered to 1007'C under atmospheric pressure. This value was
later verif ied by Robbins and Levin (1959), and Majumdat (1958)

placed the transformation temperature at 1002'C.

ExpnnrnBNtar, Mnruop

Work on the stability relations in the system GeOs-HzO was undertaken to provide

basic information on the conditions for hydrothermal growing the polymorphs. Materials

used were reagent grade GeO2 with the quartz-type structure, Iaboratory-prepared GeOr

glass, and hydrothermally sy'nthesized rutile-type GeO:. Each was contained in a separate

platinum capsule. The p-l field of interest in the system necessitated low-water content in

the charge. The required amount of water was obtained by filling each capsule with water

vapor at 100oC and 1 atmospheric pressure. This was done by placing a drop of water at

the bottom of the capsule, adding the GeOz starting material, and suspending a set of these

capsules over boiling water for periods of two to three hours. The water in the capsule

evaporated in the steam bath, thereby replacing the air in the capsule with water vapor.

The capsules were removed singly, and immediately crimped shut and welded. They were

usuaily bloated at the end of the run, demonstrating that a vapor phase was present, and

the water added was in excess of the amount required to saturate a glass if formed. In the

few cases where the capsule had coilapsed, leaks were detected and the runs were always

repeated. Three capsules, each containing one of the three different starting materials, were


